Current teaching practice in undergraduate higher education anatomy and physiology courses incorporates the use of various instructional methodologies to reinforce the anatomical relationships between structures. These methods can include basic hands-on physical models, human and animal dissection labs, and interactive technology. Technological advances continue to drive the production of innovative anatomy and physiology electronic tools, including:

- virtual dissection in 3-D (e.g., Virtual Dissection Boards from Anatomage, 3D4Medical, and Anatomy.TV),
- augmented reality (AR) (e.g., Human Anatomy Atlas),
- mixed reality (e.g., Microsoft HoloLens Case Western Reserve Medical School and Cleveland Clinic digital anatomy app), and
- 3-D virtual reality (VR) (e.g., 3D Organon VR Anatomy and YOU by Sharecare apps).

In general, the use of technology in anatomy and physiology courses allows students to view structures and physiological concepts in an electronic environment without the use of a cadaver. Virtual dissection in 3-D does exactly what the name describes: students virtually dissect the body using 3-D technology on devices (tablets, computers, etc.) and specially designed tables. AR differs from 3-D virtual dissection in that it superimposes static digital information on real-world images, which usually occurs through tablets or smartphones. Whereas mixed reality allows the user to see their physical environment while manipulating interactive virtual 3-D objects. Virtual reality allows the user to experience a computer-generated immersive and interactive 3-D environment with the use of a headset, laptop with apps, and controllers. Several studies suggest that VR is superior to other 3-D and AR forms as it provides a 360-degree spatial knowledge experience similar to real life and enhances students’ motivation for learning the content.

Academic libraries continue to be on the forefront of technological adoption in support of curricular changes and provide an ideal environment for out-of-classroom content engagement. There are an increasing number of libraries expanding their services to include circulating VR equipment. This offers greater access for multiple departments that otherwise lack funding for innovative technology. Moreover, academic health sciences libraries have started to collect VR apps and equipment for use in medical education. VR apps include 3D Organon VR Anatomy, YOU by Sharecare, Osso VR (surgical practice), and EmbodiedLabs (empathy training).

In 2014, the Penn State-Hazleton head librarian and a biology professor formed a partnership to purchase iPads with anatomy apps for student use in the laboratory and library. Building on the success of this project, librarians from the Penn State University main campus invited the Hazleton research team to participate in a study that would use VR technology for anatomy and physiology undergraduate education. In 2018, the research team received a Health Sciences Library Project Award from the National Network of Libraries of Medicine Mid-Atlantic Region to purchase VR equipment and software for use in the laboratory and library.
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The objectives of this study were threefold: 1) to provide an immersive, virtual human dissection experience for anatomy and physiology students, 2) to explore the possibility of VR improving student exam scores in the anatomy and physiology courses, and 3) to provide continued support of VR technology.

Identifying the appropriate VR tech
Several different types of VR tools were tested: HTC Vive, Microsoft HoloLens, and Acer Mixed Reality Headset. Two of these technologies had limitations that made them unsuitable for this project. HTC Vive required a ceiling-mounted sensor that restricted the use of this technology to a single space. The Microsoft HoloLens headset was uncomfortable and projected objects at odd heights. Acer Mixed Reality Headset proved to be most useful for this study. It was portable, comfortable, affordable, and projected all VR images in the immediate vicinity. The authors tested two educational VR software apps that met the curriculum criteria for the anatomy and physiology courses: 3D Organon VR Anatomy app and the Case Western Reserve University Medical School and the Cleveland Clinic software. The 3D Organon VR Anatomy app was selected for this study as it contained all organ systems, included dissection, and projected images within a comfortable visual range. The following equipment was purchased and installed for student and biology professor use:

- six Alienware Laptop Computers and carrying cases (2 in the biology lab and 4 in the library for 24-hour checkout),
- two large-screen monitors with wall mounts (2 in library group study rooms as the biology lab already contained large screen monitors),
- six sets of VR hardware (Acer Windows Mixed Reality Headset with motion controllers) and 6 carrying cases (2 in the biology lab and 4 in the library for 24-hour checkout), and
- six copies of the 3D Organon VR Anatomy software (installed on each laptop).

Using VR in the classroom and library
VR technology was introduced to Penn State-Hazleton students enrolled in the fall 2018 anatomy course (BIOL 129, n=51) and spring 2019 physiology course (BIOL 141/142, n=71). Both courses were taught by the same biology professor. Students learned how to use the VR equipment during the biology laboratory sessions and then worked in the library to complete group assignments.

During the fall 2018 semester, anatomy students used the VR Organon app to study bones, musculature, and the nervous system during laboratory course sessions. The use of this app was required to complete a graded group assignment in which students virtually dissected the brain while following a checklist of struc-
Student experiences

To quantify the student VR experience, an anonymous survey (Likert scale with sections for comments) was distributed to each student at the end of the fall semester during lecture. At the end of the spring semester another student survey was distributed to determine student VR experiences. Spring semester survey questions were similar to fall semester survey questions. The only difference between the two surveys were questions about the YOU app instead of the Organon app.

On average, students ranked the YOU app higher than the Organon app. Most notably, students found YOU to be more beneficial for virtual dissection, ranking it 2.02 points higher than Organon. As an educational tool, YOU was ranked higher in the “I did better on exams b/c of the VR technology” (+2.03), “It was beneficial to use Virtual dissection” (+2.02), and “The VR assignment helped me learn the material” (+1.71) questions. YOU received a lower score, not for perceived educational advantages, but for ease of access from the library (-1.04). This lower score could be attributed to the pre-prepared VR stations as they might have contributed to student perception of limited VR equipment accessibility in the library.

Average lab 3 and lecture 3 exam scores over a three-year period were assessed, as well. Exam 3 assessed the systems and concepts students explored within the VR apps. Biology 129 students’ exam scores improved slightly from 2017-2018 (+1.8%, Lab Exam and +2.53% Lecture Exam), but scores did not improve for Biology 141/142 (-11.2% Lab Exam; -1.18% Lecture Exam). Biology 129 students’ exam scores improved slightly from the fall 2017 to fall 2018 semesters (from 2017-2018 (+1.8%, Lab Exam and +2.53% Lecture Exam)), but scores did not improve for Biology 141/142 (-11.2% Lab Exam; -1.18% Lecture Exam).

It is unclear if the Biology 129 students exam scores’ improvement (from the fall 2017 to fall 2018 semesters) or if the decline in Biology 141/142 students’ scores (from the spring 2018 to spring 2019 semesters) were influenced by the addition of VR as an educational component of the courses. Student populations fluctuate (incoming GPAs, maturity/motivation, etc.) making it difficult to draw conclusions about student performance from only one year of data. Future research could include a longitudinal study to determine the statistically significant versus perceived impact of VR on overall course performance.

A supplemental document, including a table of student survey results and figures representing Biology 129 and Biology 141/142 average scores, can be found in our institutional repository. [11]

VR provided an engaging and realistic view of the human body beyond what was previously available in Penn State-Hazleton anatomy and physiology courses. Based on the survey data, students during the fall semester reported their VR experience with Organon as less than ideal. However, spring students felt that both their learning experience and exam performance were enhanced by the YOU app. As reported in qualitative survey responses, students particularly liked the ability to introduce and treat...
disorders while virtually standing in the affected organ. It provided a new perspective and integrated concepts taught in the laboratory and lecture. Similar to other studies, some Penn State-Hazleton students suffered from motion sickness while using VR. This is an important factor to consider when incorporating VR into a classroom environment. Overall, VR technology increased student engagement and motivated them to explore immersive 3-D physiological functioning.

**Conclusion**
Demonstrated by this project, VR provides an engaging realistic view of the human body beyond what is typically available in undergraduate anatomy and physiology courses. The Penn State-Hazleton students especially liked the ability to introduce and treat disorders while virtually standing in the affected organ in the YOU app. It gave them a new perspective and integrated concepts taught in the laboratory and lecture. Even though exam scores were not substantially affected by the use of VR, positive student experiences presented a compelling case for its continued use in the anatomy and physiology curriculum.
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